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Available at: https://works.bepress.com/ashley_lowery/47/
Curious about Digital Commons@Georgia Southern? You supply the questions, we supply the refreshments and answers.

When: Drop by anytime between 10 am—2 pm on January 27
Where: Library Conference Room (3rd Floor in Office of the Dean)

Here’s what the Georgia Southern community is saying about Conference Management

“Digital Commons has made the logistics of managing multiple conferences much more concise and less time consuming. As I have used the site for three different statewide conferences, I can attest to the fact that submission and review of manuscripts, correspondence with participants and reviewers, and creation of program schedules are all vastly improved and more efficient with Digital Commons.”

Kymberly Harris
Associate Professor
Program Coordinator,
MEd in Curriculum & Instruction in Accomplished Teaching
Department of Teaching & Learning
College of Education
Curious about Digital Commons@Georgia Southern?  
You supply the questions, we supply the refreshments and answers.

**When:** Drop by anytime between 10 am—2 pm on January 27  
**Where:** Library Conference Room (3rd Floor in Office of the Dean)

Here’s what the Georgia Southern community is saying about Journal Management

“The entire process of setting up and managing a journal through Digital Commons has been surprisingly simple through the tireless efforts of our library staff and the BePress representatives. Within two years, our journal has seen great success with the help and support of Digital Commons.”

**Colton Magnant**  
Associate Professor  
Program Assessment Coordinator  
Department of Mathematical Sciences  
College of Science and Mathematics
Curious about Digital Commons@Georgia Southern?
You supply the questions, we supply the refreshments and answers.

When: Drop by anytime between 10 am—2 pm on January 27
Where: Library Conference Room (3rd Floor in Office of the Dean)

Here’s what the Georgia Southern community is saying about Data Curation

“For my research, Digital Commons was the best way to publish my work to be accessible by colleagues across the country. The ability to add images and live linking enriched the content.”

Donald Armel
Emeritus Faculty
Department of Art
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
Curious about Digital Commons@Georgia Southern?
You supply the questions, we supply the refreshments and answers.

**When:** Drop by anytime between 10 am—2 pm on January 27
**Where:** Library Conference Room (3rd Floor in Office of the Dean)

Here’s what the Georgia Southern community is saying about Student Research

“Housing the honors theses with Digital Commons@Georgia Southern has made it possible for the broader scholarly community to benefit from the research efforts of the students in the University Honors Program. Furthermore, having publication of the theses as a goal is an added incentive for students to produce high-quality work. We have very much enjoyed working with the staff at Henderson Library who have made this a "user friendly" experience for students and professors.”

Steven Engel
Director, University Honors Program
Curious about Digital Commons@Georgia Southern?
You supply the questions, we supply the refreshments and answers.

When: Drop by anytime between 10 am—2 pm on January 27
Where: Library Conference Room (3rd Floor in Office of the Dean)

Here’s what the Georgia Southern community is saying about SelectedWorks Profiles

“I believe my SelectedWorks profile gives me a competitive advantage over other competing universities' graduate programs because inquiring students can review my academic and professional experiences as the program director. Every year that we have used the profile students have advised me that one of their reasons for selecting our program and the university was the information on me.”

Dr. James Stephens, FACHE
Associate Professor
M.H.A. Program Director
Department of Health Policy and Management
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Curious about Digital Commons@Georgia Southern?
You supply the questions, we supply the refreshments and answers.

When: Drop by anytime between 10 am—2 pm on January 27
Where: Library Conference Room (3rd Floor in Office of the Dean)

Here’s what the Georgia Southern community is saying about SelectedWorks Profiles

“An important aspect of developing as an academic researcher is to get your research known in the academic community. Having a SelectedWorks profile that compiles your publications is one of the best and easiest means for accomplishing this. Requesting a SelectedWorks profile takes only a minute and the staff at the Zach S. Henderson Library does all the legwork compiling the links to your research and setting up your profile.”

Jackie Eastman
Professor
Department of Marketing
College of Business Administration
Curious about Digital Commons@Georgia Southern?
You supply the questions, we supply the refreshments and answers.

When: Drop by anytime between 10 am—2 pm on January 27
Where: Library Conference Room (3rd Floor in Office of the Dean)

Here’s what the Georgia Southern community is saying about
Conference and Journal Management

“Having all materials and communications housed in Digital Commons allows me to be more organized in my roles as a journal editor and as a program chair of a state conference. Plus, the level of support provided by the Digital Commons staff is superior!”

Cordelia Zinskie
Professor
Department of Curriculum, Foundations & Reading
College of Education
Curious about Digital Commons@Georgia Southern?
You supply the questions, we supply the refreshments and answers.

When: Drop by anytime between 10 am—2 pm on January 27
Where: Library Conference Room (3rd Floor in Office of the Dean)

Here’s what the Georgia Southern community is saying about SelectedWorks Profiles

The Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health faculty members have all submitted material to SelectedWorks over the past two years. The site hosts web pages for our faculty, which are profiles that highlight faculty publications and achievements. This is an excellent means of providing information on faculty member’s research and service activities to the University community and to a wider national audience.

Gregory Evans
Dean of Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Drop by anytime between **10 am—2 pm on January 27** in the **Library Conference Room** for refreshments and conversations on **Digital Commons@Georgia Southern**.

Here’s what the Georgia Southern community is saying about **SelectedWorks**

“The College of Science and Mathematics chose to use SelectedWorks in order to share the outstanding work of our faculty with the campus and the external community. One of our college initiatives focuses on building interdisciplinary research groups. However, we often find that faculty within our own college aren’t aware of the research being done by their colleagues, and know even less so about what is taking place in other colleges on campus. With the help of Selected Works, these barriers can be over-come. Henderson Library staff members do an outstanding job in linking C.V. entries to the actual journal articles. Doing so enables faculty to search and review research articles electronically and thereby find the best fit for interdisciplinary research teams, and makes scholarly products available to anyone. We’re hopeful that SelectedWorks will help build strong research collaborations on and off campus so that the academic reputation of our faculty, College and University are enhanced worldwide.”

**Martha Abell**, Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics